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Fast setup and performance

Secure Your Business

Advanced Defend from Tigunia and powered by CrowdStrike brings together the most advanced endpoint
antivirus protection, managed threat hunting and response, and cloud-scale analytics to keep you and your 
business data secure. Leveraging the power of data, enriched telemetry, artificial intelligence, and
dedicated threat hunting analysts, there is no threat that can’t be defended against. With Advanced Defend, 
you can start fast and strong with easy implementation, improve contiunously through regular audits and 
tuning guidance, and respond to threats faster and with more confidence than ever before. And with Tigunia at 
your side, you never face these security threats alone.

Comprehensive Benefits

Technical Features
Get everything you need to stay secure with Advanced Defend.

 Skilled teams perform proactive
     24/7 outreach for critical, active
     threats that are not addressed
     within 60 minutes

 Complete turnkey solution with no
     additional hardware or
     deployments

 Uses network effect to protect
     everyone against a new threat,
     regardless of where it is
     encountered

 Zero maintenance overhead,
     meaning no additional custom
     tuning, costly consulting,
     re-architecting or maintenance
     overhead

  Automatically scales and grows
     with demand and change

 Enable threat hunting - proactive
     and managed - with full endpoint
     activity details

 Provides details on each attack
     with Incident Workbench
     enriched with context and threat
     intelligence data

 See the big picture - delivers
     situational awareness on the
     current threat level of the
     organization, and how it’s
     changing over time

 Understand endpoint security
     posture and take recommended
     actions to reduce risk

 Personal analyst ensures you are
     aware, optimized, and have a fast
     path for answering questions

 Continuous raw event recording
     provides unparalleled visibility

 Machine learning and artificial
     intelligence detect known and
     unknown malware and
     ransomware

 Behavior-based indicators of
     attack (IOAs) prevent
     sophisticated fileless and
     malware-free attacks

 Exploit blocking stops the
     execution and spread of threats
     via unpatched vulnerabilities

 Threat intelligence prevention
     blocks activities known to be
     malicious

 Automated IOA remediation
     cleans up known artifacts left
     behind from blocked malicious
     activity

Better protection Fast, confident response

Strong technology backed 
by strong analysts

Real-time visibility Continuous improvement 
and limitless scalability
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Four Lines of Defense in One Service
Advanced Defend brings together a holistic suite of security resources to keep your most precious data
protected. Additionally, it pairs perfectly with Tigunia’s RMM service by building on its policies, patching, and 
foothold detection with the following features:

Falcon Prevent
Falcon Prevent offers the ideal antivirus replacement solution by combining the effective prevention
technologies with full attack visibility and simplicity. This next-generation antivirus protects against all types 
of threats, from commdity malware to sophisticated attacks. With fast and easy deployment, this service is 
full operation in seconds - no fine-tuning or costly infrastructure upgrades - all while operating with near zero 
impact on the endpoint. 

Falcon Insight
Falcon Insight delievers continuous, comprehensive endpoint visibility that spans detection, response, and 
forensics to ensure nothing is missed and potential breaches are stopped. This level of visibility is unparallelled, 
offering continuous monitoring and actionable insights against threats, whether those threats are to a single 
endpoint or to an entire organization. Better yet, it accelerates security operations by allowing users to
minimize their efforts spent handling alerts and to quickly investigate and respond to any attacks. Intelligent 
detection and resolution automatically prioritizes malicious and attacker activity, while power response actions 
allow users to contain and investigate systems through steamlined notifications, incident triggers, and
repeatable and consistent automation. Costs are kept low by eliminating on-premises infrastructure, powering 
everything via secure, cloud computing.

Threat Graph
CrowdStrike Threat Graph is the industry’s leading cloud-scale AI brains behind CrowdStrike’s Security Cloud. 
It predicts and prevents modern threats in real time using comprehensive data sets. These data sets,
comprised of continous, high-fidelity telemetry with forensic-level detail, distributes workloads across the 
network edge and cloud infrastucture. It keeps all of your devices - Windows, macOS, and Linux - connected. 
Contextual relationship derivation with ML algorithms and deep analytics across billions of disjoint and siloed 
data elements allows for fast, on-demand search and query across real-time and historical data for speedy 
investigation and response. Real-time visibility with instant access to enriched data and intuitive dashboards for 
advanced workflows and visualizations — covers ephemeral, online, offline and even end-of-life hosts to arm 
your responders with data so they can respond to threats immediately and act decisively.
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Falcon Overwatch
Falcon Overwatch extends the power of an existing team by providing a CrowdStrike threat hunting analyst 
who focuses on helping your organization to improve response time and drive continuous optimization. This 
highly-skilled analyst delivers an expert, tailored onboarding experience to ensure your Falcon technology, and 
the people and processes that support it, are set up for success from day one. Regular audits and expert
briefings ensure that your environment is always optimized for the most efficient protection, allowing your 
organization and your threat hunting partners to fully understand and confidently respond to threats. Your 
analysts help your organization remain vigilant so that you’re never caught off guard. Your analysts also offers 
tailored advice and investigatory support, and is available 24/7.
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